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0. INTRODUCTION 
~40-9383197 si9.00 + 0.00 
INVARIANT 
Let F be a totally real algebraic number field and assume that a c 0 is an integral ideal 
in the ring 0 of algebraic integers in F. Let r(a) be the full congruence subgroup mod a 
in the group of O-valued points 2&,(Q) of the symplectic group Sp,,. Then I’(a) acts on 
the Siegel upper half-space X attached to Sp, x F, and the cohomology H*(X,,r(a),@ of 
the modular variety X/I’(a) with coefficients in the locally constant sheaf ,!? associated to 
a complex finite dimensional representation E of Sp,(F @Q R) is defined. 
The cohomology H*(X/I’(a),@ is closely related to the theory of automorphic forms, 
see [4]. This relationship and the cohomology itself are only partly understood. There is 
however a computable topological invariant, the Euler-Poincart characteristic, which has 
been determined by Harder in [5]. In this paper, we compute another topological invariant, 
namely the Lefschetz number L(z, I’( a), E) attached to the standard Cartan involution z which 
acts on X/I’(a) and, thus on the cohomology H*(X/l?(a),g) for suitable coefficient systems. 
The formula, given in 5.5., essentially expresses the Lefschetz number as a product of 
special values of the zeta function IF(S) resp. the L-function L&, s) of F attached to the non- 
trivial character x of the extension F(G) of F. In the proof we use a Lefschetz fixed point 
formula which reduces the computation of L(z, r(a), E) to the one of Euler characteristics of 
fixed point components of z. More precisely, the fixed point set F := (x/I’(a))r of T acting 
on X/I’(a) is a disjoint union of connected non-empty closed immersed submanifolds F(y) 
(NWW = II F(y) 
;Hf’((r),Ua)) 
where the union ranges over the first non-abelian cohomology set for the action of the group 
(7) generated by z on r(a). The components F(y) are locally symmetric spaces of the form 
X(y)/I’(y) where X(y) (resp. I’(y)) denotes the set of elements in X (resp. I’(a)) fixed by 
the y-twisted z-action. The algebraic groups underlying these F(y)‘s are unitary groups as 
proved in Section 3. Then we have 
W, W,E) = c x(FW)W,IO 
?EH’((r).r(a)) 
The Euler characteristics x(F(y)) can be interpreted by Harder’s results as certain invariant 
volumes. The summation over all fixed point contributions can be carried out by use of the 
Hasse principle and by results on Tamagawa numbers. Carrying through the same approach 
in the case of an arbitrary Cartan involution 0 one is naturally led to a formula for the 
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Lefschetz number (cf. 5.6) which is, depending on the type d E F*fF+=,d totally positive, 
of 0, essentially given as a product of special values of the zeta function IF(S) resp. the 
L-function L,c(s) of F attached to the non-trivial character x of the extension F(G) 
of F. The general theory has been developed in [IO, 121. For similar applications of this 
method we refer, e.g., to [7,11]. 
The method we used to determine the Lefschetz number implicitly shows that there is 
geometric evidence for the existence of some instances of liftings of automorphic represen- 
tations of unitary groups to those of the symplectic group. This needs further study. 
1. NOTATION 
1.1. Let F be a totally real algebraic number field of degree N=[F : Cl], and denote by 
0 its ring of integers. The set of places of F will be denoted by V, and V, (resp. vf) 
refers to the set of archimedean (resp. non-archimedean) places of F. The completion of 
F at a place u E V is denoted by F,; its ring of integers by Q, (u E I+). The maximal ideal 
corresponding to v in 0 and 0” is denoted by pV. Let N(p,) be the cardinality of the (finite) 
residue field at the place v E I$. For a given v E V we write VI p or ~100 if u extends the place 
associated to p or 0;) of Q. We put N, := [Fv : Cl,] if vlp. Let DF be the discriminant of CO 
over Z. 
1.2. The Chevalley group scheme over Z of symplectic transformations on the symplectic 
space Z2” with its standard alternating form is denoted by Sp,. For any commutative ring R 
with identity one has 
SpR(R) = {M E GL2,(R) 1 ‘MJM = J} 
where the group of invertible (2n x 2n)-matrices with entries in R is denoted by GLz,(R), 
and 
J= 
with I,, the unit matrix in M,(R). 
Let R(i) be the ring R[x]/(x2 + l), and let M H A? be the endomorphism of GL,(R(i)) 
mapping each entry of M to the conjugate one with respect to the obvious conjugation on 
R(i). Then the group 
U,(R) := {MEGL,(R(~)) ( ‘A??M =Zn} 
may be identified with Sp,(R) n O=,,(R), where 
02dR) = {MEGL~~(R) I ‘k%f =12n), 
in the following way. A given ME U,(R) may be written as A + iB with A, B E M,(R), and 
then M is mapped onto the matrix 
A B 
( ) -B A 
in Spa(R). In the case [w =F,, v E V,, U,(E) is a maximal compact subgroup K, of Sp,(F,). 
Let a = n, pk c 0 be an integral ideal in 0. Then r(a) denotes the normal subgroup of 
Sp,(cO) given as intersection of the kernel of the natural surjective homomorphism GLa(U) -+ 
GL2,,(O/a) with Sp,(O). For VE I+ the completion of I’(a) in Sp,(cO,) is denoted by I?,(j,). 
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From the strong approximation theorem for Sp,, it follows that l?,(j,) is the ml1 congruence 
subgroup of level $> of the group Sp,(&). 
2. LEFSCHETZ NUMBERS FOR Q-RATIONAL AUTOMORPHISMS OF FINITE ORDER 
In this section we recall the definition of the Lefschetz number of an automorphism of
finite order t acting on the cohomology of an arithmetic group F and give a formula which 
essentially computes this number as a volume of a fixed point set. For proofs see [ll, 121. 
2.1. Let 8 be a group acting on a set A. The action of s E 0 on a E A is written as 
a H sa = “a, and we define A” = A( 0) = {a E A ( ‘a = a for all s E S}. If 0 = (7) is generated 
by one element z, we write A(0) = A(z) = AT. 
If the group 8 acts on a group A as group of automorphisms, then H’(0, A) denotes the 
first non-abelian cohomology set for this action. By definition, it consists out of classes of 
cocycles, where a cocycle y is a map y : 0 -+ A written s H ys with the property yst = ys ‘yt, 
t, s E 0. Two cocycles y and 5 are equivalent if there is an a E A such that 5, = a-’ ys “a for all 
s E 8. Suppose the groups 8 and A act on a set M in a compatible way, i.e., “(am) =“a %I for 
all s E 0, aEA, mEM. Then, given a cocycle y = {ys}, sE 8 for H’(B, A) there is a y-twisted 
o-action on M given by m H ys ,‘rn, s E 8. If 0 = (r) is generated by one element r we write 
H’(T,A)=H*(B,A). 
2.2. Assume that G is a connected reductive algebraic group defined over Q and that G 
has l&rank greater than zero. Let 8 be a finite abelian group of Q-rational automorphisms of 
G/Q. Choose a maximal compact subgroup K, of G(IW), stable under the group 8 [6,13.5]. 
Then the group 0 acts on the symmetric space X = K,\G([W). Given a e-stable torsion free 
arithmetic subgroup I? of G([W) there is a natural action of 0 on the locally symmetric space 
X/F. If y = (ys), s E 8, is a cocycle for 8 in l?, there are y-twisted &actions on G and on F, 
defined by g H “Jo ‘gy;‘, g E G, s E 6. The induced action of 0 on X is then given by 
XHSXQ, x E X, s E 0, and the new action of 8 induced on X/l? coincides with the previous 
one. Let F(y) be the set of elements in F fixed by the y-twisted &action, and let X(y) be 
the fixed point set of the y-twisted &action on X. The map rcy :X(y)/r(y) --t X/r is injective 
and its image 
F(y) := im rc;, g x(y)/ryy) (1) 
lies in the fixed point set (X/I’)‘. The spaces F(y) are closed immersed submanifolds, and 
F(y) only depends on the cohomology class in H’(0, F) represented by the cocycle y. 
Observe that F(y) is non-empty since the action of 6’ on X is via isometries [6, I, 13.51. 
Now we explain that all fixed points of 8 arise by this construction. Consider a point 
X E (X/Qe, represented by x E X. Then there exist uniquely determined elements ys E F such 
that ‘x =xys, s E 8. One sees that y= (ys), s E 0, is a cocycle for H’(8,T’). Given another 
representative x’ =x . c, c E I’, of X the attached cocycle is determined by y: = c-’ ys sc, s E 8. 
Thus every point in the fixed point set (X/F)e determines a unique class in H’(8, F). 
As a consequence, the fixed point set is a disjoint union of the connected nonempty sets 
F(y),yEW,F), 
(2) 
2.3. Let (p,E) be a finite-dimensional complex representation of G([W) so that it extends 
to a representation of G(C). Suppose that E is endowed with a compatible action by t, i.e. 
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the given automorphism r acts as a C-linear map on E such that z(ge)= r(g)r(e) for all 
g E G([W) and all e E E. Attached to (p, E) there is a locally constant sheaf j on the manifold 
X/L7 constructed in the usual way, and the cohomology groups H*(X/I’,l?) are defined. These 
are finite-dimensional spaces. The Q-rational automorphism t of G/Q of finite order induces 
automorphisms 
? : H’(X/l?, E) -+ H’(X/C E’) 
and, as usual, the Lefschetz number of z on r with respect to E is defined by 
L(T,x/r,k) := F(-l)‘trr’, 
i=O 
(3) 
as the alternating sum of the traces. 
Note that the automorphism r acts trivially on the fixed point set F:= (X/I’)‘. Let 7 be 
a cocycle in H’(z,l?). Then there is a y-twisted action by r on E, to be denoted r;. : E ---f E, 
given by r?(e) = yr(Te), e E E. The trace of this action does not depend on the choice of the 
cocycle in its class in H’(z, E), thus one writes tr(z, IE) for this trace. 
In order to determine the Lefschetz number L(r,X/I’,i) we consider the long exact 
cohomology sequence with compact supports 
. . -+ H/((X/I’) - Fj”) + H~(X/I’,~“) + HL(F,_k”) + . . . 
where E” denotes the contragredient representation of E. Then, by use of the decomposition 
in 2.2 the Lefschetz number Lc(z, F, I?>) is given as 
&(r,F,B;J,)= C xc(F(Y))tr(ryIE”). 
;‘EH’(I,r’) 
A simple extension of the Lemma in [ 161 to the case of cohomology with non-trivial coef- 
ficient systems ensures that the Lefschetz number of r acting on Hi((X/I’) - F,J?‘) is zero. 
Hence we obtain by Poincare duality 
qz,x/r,E) = L(t,F,&) 
= c x(F(Y))~(~P). 
;‘EH’(I,T) 
(4) 
2.4. There is a quite general explicit formula for the Lefschetz number L(T,X/I’, E) given 
in [12]. Under certain conditions, this formula can be simplified considerably. The approach 
is quite similar to the one in the case SL,/Q, [lo]. We make the following assumptions: 
0) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
The group G/Q is simply connected, G(IW) is non-compact. 
Let Km x up Kp c G(A) be a compact open and r-stable subgroup of the group 
of adele valued points of G and let r = G(Q) n Kf, KY = np Kp, be torsion free. 
The automorphism r induces the Cartan involution on G([W). 
The Galois cohomology H’(@l R, G(C)) is trivial. 
For almost all primes H’(z,K,)= { 1) and if H’(qK,) # { 1) then there is an open 
r-stable subgroup U, of G(Q,) which normalizes Kp such that the inclusion Kp c Up 
induces the trivial map 
H’@,K,) -+ H’(z, Up). 
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We denote by X, the compact dual symmetric space attached to G(R), see [6]. Then r 
acts on X, and on the cohomology H*(X,,a). Let L(r,X,,) be the Lefschetz number of this 
action. 
By assumption (iii) the group G(r) is an Ranisotropic algebraic group and X’ is a point. 
We assume that (i)-(v) hold. Then, by [12, Corollary 3.91 we get the formula 
-I 
L(z,r,E)=L(z,X,~tr(zlE)IH’(z,Kf)lvol, UK”(i) 
( ) 
(5) 
lJ 
where o is the Tamagawa measure on G(r). Note that here K, = K,(z) = G(z)(R). 
3. LOCAL COMPUTATIONS OF NON-ABELIAN COHOMOLOGY 
Given an integral ideal a = n pc” in 0 there is the congruence subgroup r(a) in 5$,(O). 
The completion r,(j,) of I’(a) in S’JO,), u E V,, is the congruence subgroup of level pc” 
in Sp,,(O,). These groups are stable under the standard Cartan involution r : Sp,, -+ Sp,, on 
the symplectic group defined by M t-+ (Ml)-‘, M E Sp,(R). In this section we determine the 
non-abelian cohomology sets H’(r, r,( j,)), u E I+. 
The following technical emma will be used. A proof is given in [12, 1.11. 
3.1. LEMMA. Suppose A is a group on which T and a group Z act as a group of 
automorphisms so that these two actions commute with each other. Then there is a natural 
bijection 
ker(H’(r,A’)-+H’(z,A)) 1 ker(H1(Z,AT)+H1(&A)). 
3.2. PROPOSITION. Let e be an algebraically closed field, char & # 2. Then 
Proof A cocycle for (r) in Sp,,(!) is an element M in Sp,,(Q with M=‘M. Since 
‘MJM = J one obtains (I’MJ)~ = -1~~. This gives an identification of H’(z,Sp,(4)) with 
the conjugacy classes of elements P in Sp,(Q with P2 = -Z2,,. In the case char(e) # 2, 
these elements P are semisimple. If T(e) is the standard split torus in Sp,(e) acted upon 
by the Weyl group W, these conjugacy classes can be identified with the orbits of W in 
{t E T(e) ( t2 = -Zzn} see [3, 3.71. By inspection, there is exactly one orbit. Q.E.D 
With these two results one deduces 
3.3. PROPOSITION. Let Gal(F/F) be the Galois group of the algebraic closure P of F c C 
in C. Then there is a natural bijection 
H’(z, Sp,(F)) 2 H’(Gal(F/F), U,,(p)). 
Proof For E = Gal(F/F), and A = Sp,(P) Lemma 3.1 asserts that there is a bijection 
ker(H’(z,A”) -+H’(r,A)) 2 ker(H’(Gal(fl/F),A’) -+H’(Gal(F/F),A)). 
Now H’(Gal(F/F),Sp,(F)) = {l}, by [13, Chapter V, Section 2, Corollary 21, and 3.2 
shows H’(z,Sp,@))= (1). Thus, the claim follows by recalling the identification U,(R) = 
Sp,,(R) II Ozn(R) for any commutative ring R with identity as observed in 1.2. Q.E.D. 
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Together with 3.1 result 3.3 implies that all fixed points components 2.2( 1) are locally 
symmetric spaces attached to unitary groups. Similarly we obtain 
3.4, PROPOSITION. For all places v E V,, v t 2, one has 
H’(7Jp,(@“lP,))= (11. 
ProoJ Consider the statement of 3.1. in the case A = Sp,(gq) (where ffq = 0,/p,, and 
f4 an algebraic closure) acted upon by the Galois group E = Gal(Fq/Fq). By 3.2, we have 
H’(7, Sp,(f,)) = { 1). By Lang’s theorem H’(Gal(F,/[F,), Sp,(Eq)) = { 1) and H’(Ga@,/ffq), 
I?@,)) = { 1). Hence 3.4 holds. Q.E.D. 
3.5. Let pO, u E V,, be the prime ideal corresponding to v. Then one has pV n Z = pZ for 
some prime p, and pc”, = ~9. We define 
e, 
s .zz 
[ 1 - “’ p-l +l. 
Let M(s), s E N, denote the set of (2n x 2n)-matrices with entries in pi. For all s as,, the 
exponential map defines a bijection exp : M(s) -+ 1 t-M(s). Recall that I’,(s) is the kernel of 
the projection Sp,,(O,) -+ Sp,,(O,/p~). Then the map exp induces for any sas,, a bijection 
V,(O”) fl M(s) 1 r”(s) 
where sp,(f!I,) denotes the O,-Liealgebra of Sp,(O,). We refer to [15, LG 5.12, Section 41 
for details. 
3.6. PROPOSITION. 
(i) Ifpulp and ifp>2 then H’(~,I’,(j,))={l}firj,=0,1,2,... 
(ii) Zf p,(2 and if j, >s, + e, then cardH’(s,I’,(j,)) =2”Nc, and the inclusion r,(j,) -+ 
r,( j, - e,) induces the trivial map 
H’WXj,)) -H’(7,G(j, - e,)). 
Proof (i) Consider the case j, as,. Let x be a cocycle for (7) in r,( j,), i.e. x7x = 1, thus, 
7xX=x- ‘. By 3.5 there exists an X in sp,(@I,)fM(j,) with exp(X) =x and exp(-X) = 7~. De- 
fine Y := exp(-X/2); note that Y E r,(j,) n 7(I’,( j,)) = r,(j,). We have ‘Y= exp(-7(X)/2) 
= exp(X/2). Thus, we obtain 
Y -"yq 
i.e., x is equivalent to 1, and H’(7,I’,(j,))= {l}. 
Next, the quotient group r,( j,)/r,( j, + 1) is a commutative p-group, and since the order 
I(7) I= 2 is prime to p we get H * (7, I’,( j,)/I’,( jv + 1)) = { 1). Using the long cohomology 
sequence attached to the sequence 
1 + r,(j, + 1) 4 r,(j,) + r,(j,)lK(j, + 1) + 1 (6) 
this implies H’(z,l?,(j,))= { l} for j,a 1. 
The remaining case is settled by considering the exact cohomology sequence attached to 
1 -r,(l)~s~,(o,)~s~,(Lo”i~,)j 1. (7) 
By 3.4, H’(z,Sp,(Lo,/p,))= {l}, and hence we obtain H’(7,Sp,(U,)) = (1) as well. 
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(ii) As in the proof of (i), given a cocyle (r) in r,(j”), j”>s, + e,, there exists an 
element X in ep,(Lo,) n M(j,) with exp(X) =x and exp(-X) = ‘x. Define y := exp(-X/2). 
Then y E I?,(j, -e,). By ‘y = exp(X/2) we obtain y -’ Ty =x, i.e. x is equivalent to 1 viewed 
as an element in H’(r,I’,(j, - e,)). This proves the second assertion in (ii). 
This fact implies that we have an inclusion (after shifting the parameter j, by e,) 
1 --) Hi(r, I,(j,)) --) Hi(r, r,(j,)ir,(j, + e,)). (8) 
The quotient group r,( j&,( j, + e,) can be identified with the abelian group G := sp,(O,)/ 
25p,(O,). 
An element s in the Liealgebra sp,(O,) may be written as 
A,B,CEM,,(O,) 
S= 
‘B=B, ‘C=C. 
Note that 
r(s)= (:; ;). 
Such an element s represents a cocycle for (r) in G if and only ifs 3 Is mod 2. Coboundaries 
for (r) in G are represented by elements 
u+‘u= 
U-+‘U, v+w 
w + v, -(‘U + U) > 
where u= (z _rU) ~sp,(Co~). 
Hence H’ (r, G ) can be identified with the set 
of diagonal matrices, 
(8). Thus, (ii) holds. 
A = {diag(ti, . . . , ,,, t -t1,..., -tll) I ti E ~“/2~“} 
and these classes are in the image of H’(z,I?,( j,)) under the map in 
Q.E.D. 
4. VOLUME COMPUTATIONS 
We consider the unitary group U,JF as defined in Section 1.2 and choose an F-rational 
differential form w on U,, of highest degree. Then o determines measures wD on the locally 
compact groups U,(F,), u E V. In this chapter we compute the volumes volw,,(U,,(O,)) and 
volw,(U,,(F,)) for u E V,. 
4.1. Let sp,(h) resp. OZ~(Z) resp. u,(Z) be the standard Z-form of the Lie algebras of Sp,,, 
Ozn, U,, and denote by W =M,,(h) the ring of n x n-matrices with coefficients in Z. Let Wf 
be the subset of symmetric matrices of W and let W- be the subset of skew symmetric 
matrices of W. Then there is an identification 
w- B w+ -Z5p,(z) n oZn(Z) G u,(z) 
as follows: We map 
(a,b) E w- $ w+ to ( 1 -“b 5: =x E 5p,w n 02m, 
and identify X also with u + ib E u,(Z) (see 1.2). 
Let eij E W be the elementary matrix which has entry 1 for the index i, j and entry zero 
for all other indices. We put ei = eii, 1 <i <n, and es := eij f eji for all i < j. Then these 
n2-elements {et} define a Z-basis of W-G? Wf CM,(Z). We denote the corresponding basis 
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elements of u,(Z) by the same letter. The dual basis of {et:} in Homz( U,(E), H) is denoted 
by {de:}. 
We choose some order of the basis elements {de:}. With respect to this order AiGj de; 
=: w determines by translation an invariant differential form of highest degree of U,. In [9] 
it is explained how w determines positive invariant (unimodular) measures o, on all U,(FO)>. 
We note that these measures do not depend on the chosen order of the basis elements. 
4.2. PROPOSITION. Let iJ,JF be the unitary group defined over a totally real field 
(see 1.2). Then 
(i) vv]oc then F,Z’[w and v~l~,(U,(IW))=fl:=, ~ol(S~‘-~)=fl~=,&. 
(ii) If v is non-archimedean then 
volw, (r,:(j”)) =N(p,)-““2 
for v f 2 and j,>l andfor 2112 and jr;3so 
(iii) if v non-archimedean d v t 2 then 
[Gl k- 1Wl 
volo,(u(a))= j-J1 -N(p,>-2'> j--J (1 -X(p,)N(p")-2q 
j=l .j=O 
where x is the non-trivial quadratic haracter of the extension L = F( &l) over F. 
ProoJ We prove 4.2(i) by induction with respect to n. If n = 1 then Ui(lR) = {z E @ ( 
zz = 1) is the one-dimensional sphere. We write z =x + iy, x, y E R. Then the standard 
euclidean invariant measure dv on Ui (R) comes form the differential form dr at 1 = (0,l). 
’ Under the isomorphism given in 4.1 dy corresponds to de,, . Hence the claim is true for n = 1. 
If n>2 we embed U,_,(R) into U,(R) by 
AH 
in obvious notation. If N = ( 1, 0, . . . , 0) E R2” we get an isomorphism 
p: U,(R)/U,_,(R) 1 s2+’ * C=” 
where B E U,(R) is mapped to B 3’ in matrix notation. The vectors 
span a complement of u,_](R) in un( R). The map 
P*il : wQ)/%l(~)-, @” 
eT,,...,e,,, 
_ 
+ e&...,q, 
induced by p maps ec. to (0,. . . , i, 0,. . . , 0) and e; to (0,. . . , 1,. . . , 0). Here the non-zero 
entry is in the jth position. 
Let o,, be the standard (U,(R)-invariant) euclidean measure on S2n-‘. Then we have 
shown that p*on is the invariant measure v, which is determined by de:, A . . A detn A 
de; A . . A de; on U,(R)/U,_l( R). Now the result follows by induction and the well 
known formulas for the euclidean volumes of spheres. 
To prove 4.2(ii) we use 3.5 and the result follows from the explicit form of our differential 
form and the transformation rule for integrals. 
To prove 4.2(iii) we use 4.2(ii) and get volO~,(U,(O,)) =N(p,)-“‘)U,(~‘,/p,)I. Since v%2 
the prime v is inert if and only if I = - 1, and v splits in L if and only if I = 1. 
If v splits then U,(Q) FZ GL,(8,) and our claim follows from the well known order of the 
general linear group over a finite field. If v is inert we use [2, Theorem 14.3.21, first line. 
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Since we know the order of the center of SU,(Lo,/p,) we get a formula for (SU,(@&,)l. 
There is an exact sequence 
1 -+ Su,(~“/P”) + u,(&/P”) s G(@“lP”) -+ 1. 
Since lUt(0,,/p,)] = 1 +N(p,) the formula 4.2(iii) follows. Q.E.D. 
5. THE LEFSCHETZ NUMBER OF r 
We use the results of Sections 3 and 4 and the formula 2.4(5) to express L(z, F(a),E) 
essentially as a product of certain special values of L-functions. 
5.1. We apply 2.4(5) for G = resFIQ(SPn xq F). We choose a = n pk c 0 c F an integral 
ideal in the ring 0 of integers of the totally real number field F and assume that j, > 2e, + 1 
if 2112, see 3.5. We put K, =r”(j”), see Section 3, and define KP = nUlp K,. We note that 
now the assumptions 2.4(i)-(v) are satisfied. This is obvious by definition or well known 
for (i)-(iv), and assertion (v) is proved in Section 3. 
5.2. We compute H’(z,Kf). We have using 3.6(i) that H’(z,Kf) = flv,z H’(z,K,). Since 
K, = l?,(j,) and jv>sV +e, now 3.6(ii) applies and we get JH’(~,KJ)~ = 2”N. Here we use 
&N, = N = [F : Q]. 
5.3. To compute L(r,X,) we apply [12, 2.31 and use H1(@IR,S~,(@))= (1). We get 
L(z,X,) = n,,, jH’(C IlR, T(r)(@))\ where T(z)(@) g C*’ is an R-anisotropic torus in 
U,,(R). Here 1 # CT E Gal(@]R) induces on @* the action z H i-1. Directly from the defi- 
nition we get IH’(@ IF& T(z)(C))] =2”. Hence L(z,X,) = 2”N. 
5.4. We compute volw,(K,(r) x ~,K,(T)) where oo is the Tamagawa measure for resFlo 
(U, XQ F). Since the Tamagawa measures wo resp. OF for resFIQ U,, x Q F resp. U,, XQ F 
coincide, see [9, 2.(iii)], one gets 
We note that the definition of 0,~ requires convergence factors due to the occurence of 
(1 - IN-‘) in v~l,~(U(Lo,)), see 4.2(iii), and that there is a normalizing factor 
(DF I”“*, n* = dim U,, in the definition of WF. To formulate the result we use the notation 
[F(S) resp. L&&S) for the Zeta function resp. the L-function of the non-trivial character x
of F(a) over F at SE@. 
Combining with 5.1 to 5.3. we get 
5.5. PROPOSITION. Let a = fl, pk be as above and denote by r(a) the full congruence 
subgroup moda of Sp,(O) where 0 is the ring of integers in a totally real number field F. 
Let E be a representation of Sp,(F XQ R) with compatible z-action, see 3.3. Then 
X l-I LF(x, 2r + 1). C(a) 
r=O 
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C(c) = n N(PVY2 n (1 - N(P”)-2’) n (1 - X(P,)~(P,)-2’-1). 
%I0 ?-=I r=O 
5.6. A generalization. Let r c Sp,(F) be a torsion free congruence subgroup and let 
0: Sp,(F @Q R) + Spn(F @Q R) be a Cartan involution with @I’) = I’. By r we denote as 
above the standard Cartan involution. Thus there is a g E Sp,(F @Q R) such that 0 = int 
go r o int g-’ = int(gr(g-‘)) o r. Denote by a0 the image of gr(g)-’ in the projective sym- 
plectic group PSp,. Then as is independent of the choice of g. Moreover int(aa)(I’)= r. 
Therefore, by [l, Section 3, Theorem 31, a0 EPSp,(F), and a0 is a cocycle for H’(qP 
Sp,(F)). In particular 0 is an automorphism of Sp,(F. By Corollary 3.9 of [12] we get a 
formula for L(8, r, E) which is a product of local factors. Here we assume that the group 
Kf, IY = Sp,(F) n KY, is sufficiently small. Almost all of the local factors are independent of 
the choice of KY, and we now explain their form. 
We have an exact sequence 
1 -P~\~P,(F)+P~P~V') ~ffH'(Gal(~lF),~d -+ 1 
where ,UT N {kl} denotes the center of Sp,. Here we use H’(Gal(PJF), Sp,(P)) = { 1). One 
has H’(Gal(F]F),p2) 1~ F*/F*2. Thus we get the exact sequence 
H’(z,~2\Sp,(F))--tH’(~,PSp,(E)) 1: F*/F*2 ---f 1. 
If as represents a~H’(r, PSp,(F)) let d EF* represent p(u). Since a comes from a Cartan 
involution we see that d EF:~, i.e., d is totally positive. 
Given d E F+/Fe2 we define a, E PSp,(F) as the image of 
viewed as element in the group GSp,(F) of symplectic similitudes. Thus a, is a cocycle 
representing a class a in H’(r, PSp,(F)) and p(a) = d mod F*2. We define 0, by int(a,) 0 r. 
Then 0: = Id, and if d EF:o then & induces on Sp,(F 63~ R) a Cartan involution. We 
describe the fixed points of &. 
Let C be a commutative F-algebra and let D H D be the map induced on C @F F(G) 
by the non-trivial Galois automorphism of F( G)/F. Let U”,d be the unitary group whose 
points over C are given as 
&d(C) = {DEGL,(C@~,F(~))I~~D =&}. 
We write D = A + GB with matrices A, B having entries in C. There is an embedding 
where D = A + GB is mapped to 
This embedding identifies (SP,,)‘~ with Un,d. 
Then the methods of [12] together with considerations as in Section 3 show that the 
fixed points of a general Cartan involution 9 come from forms of some unitary group U&d. 
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This in particular means that almost all factors in vol,,(Kfs) coincide with vol,,(Kp). If 
S = S(O) is a suitable finite set of finite places we get a formula 
L(e,I?,E) = L(z,Xu)lD~lnzi2 tr(rlE) 
(._,$q 1;: 
fi C(S) n IF,SP) 
Here x is the non-trivial character attached to the extension F(G)IF and [~,s( ) resp. 
LF,s(x, ) are the zeta resp. L-function over F, where only Euler factors outside S occur. To 
the number C(S) the computations of H’(8, K,) and volW,(Kv(0)), v~S, contribute. 
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